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Abraham Lincoln once said, “The best 

way to predict the future is to create it.” 

Though simple and inspirational, it is a 

very powerful statement and something 

that rings very true with everyone at 

Peterbilt. We are constantly strengthening 

our brand for the future, ensuring that 

Peterbilt stays ahead of market trends 

and delivers value to our customers in an 

ever-evolving industry.

Innovation is a key pillar to delivering 

the future at Peterbilt. Every initiative, 

new product, advanced technology, and 

dealer support program comes from chal-

lenging ourselves in every aspect of our 

business. The status quo is never good enough. We continually ask ourselves, “How does this help our customers?” If the answer is 

not self-evident, we challenge ourselves to make it better. 

Peterbilt leads the industry in the real-world deployment of new technologies such as battery-electric powertrains, which gives 

us a competitive advantage regarding this technology amongst our peers. Another example of our focus on technical innovation is 

the work our product planning team is pioneering on the advanced human-machine interfaces (HMI) in our next generation of 

trucks, where seamless communication between the vehicle and its driver is key to delivering enhanced performance, efficiency, and 

driver comfort.

Peterbilt strives to be the best business partner to our customers, helping them achieve maximum productivity in all areas of their 

businesses. Our innovations are not only focused on our industry-leading products, but uptime support has also become a critical 

area. The development of a highly trained, nationwide team of technicians is a key component of driving uptime. The Peterbilt 

Technician Institute (PTI) is an innovative approach to recruiting and developing highly qualified technicians to service vehicles 

that feature evermore advanced electronics, drivetrains, and emissions systems.

At Peterbilt, delivering the future is about innovating in every area of our business—today and tomorrow. 

DELIVERING THE FUTURE

A LETTER FROM THE GENERAL MANAGER

Jason Skoog

Jason Skoog

PACCAR Vice President 

Peterbilt General Manager
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What does the phrase “human-
machine interface” mean?
For our purposes, HMI is how the vehicle 

communicates to the driver and how the 

driver controls the vehicle. An example is 

something as simple as a fuel gauge or a 

speedometer. Those are communicating 

to the driver important information. The 

way the driver communicates back to the 

vehicle is through steering wheel input, 

selecting buttons, and turning control 

knobs.

How has HMI evolved? 
Fifty years ago, the truck was com-

municating, for the most part, to a driver 

through gauges with analog displays. 

There have always been many gauges on 

truck dashes. Dashes looked something 

like cockpits even way back in the day, 

but it was all still simple information 

displayed with numbers and dials. HMI 

has migrated to be more digital—and we 

will have even more digital displays in 

trucks in the future—but it’s more than 

that. What we have to really be aware of 

going forward is what information we 

give to a driver and when, and we have 

to highlight information when it’s really 

important. 

Otherwise it becomes 
overwhelming? 
Exactly. One of our internal philosophies 

is that if you are going to tell the driver 

something is going on with the vehicle, 

you should also tell that driver what to 

do about it. For example, in recent years 

we’ve learned that when some drivers 

see a light on the dash that says “service 

engine soon,” they will stop the truck 

right then. That’s a big deal. That’s the 

difference between delivering the load 

and getting paid and not.

How are you working to address 
that type of reaction? 
We’re using three color levels 

of warning—white, 

yellow, red—as 

well as text in 

plain English. It 

can be difficult 

for a driver to 

determine what 

needs immediate 

attention and what 

can wait unless 

there’s plain-language 

text to communicate 

that. We carefully 

consider the words we use 

and then take the text to drivers 

for their input. We will keep revising 

it and improving it so that drivers 

have the information they need, when 

they need it, in order to make good 

decisions.

So you’re working with drivers to 
develop new products? 
Absolutely. We spend a lot of time in the 

field, face to face with users and getting 

prototypes in their hands, so they can 

give us feedback and we can improve 

iteratively. It’s a powerful thing to be in 

touch with your customers and in tune 

with not just how they think they use 

the equipment but how they actually 

do. We are continuously observing how 

customers interact with our designs—and 

then asking ourselves how we can exceed 

expectations now and 

in the future.

ASK THE EXPERT

Information Age
As director of product planning and strategy, Andy Weiblen leads Peterbilt’s Product Planning, 
Industrial Design, and Program Management departments. He and his team are currently 
working out new approaches to the human-machine interface.
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FUTURE THINKING

Between endless technology 

advancements and unforeseen market 

disruptors, it often feels like technology 

is moving at breakneck speed. In every 

industry, expectations of machines 

grow right along with the machines’ 

sophistication. Peterbilt engineers work 

nonstop to stay ahead of the curve.

Drivers are in large part fueling 

changes in truck design, says Peterbilt 

Director of Product Planning and Strategy 

Andy Weiblen. They expect the kinds of 

technology on heavy trucks that they’re 

seeing in automobiles. Fleet operators 

have growing demands too. Realizing 

that technology impacts uptime, and 

uptime impacts profits, they want remote 

monitoring systems that catch problems 

early and keep trucks on the road. Truck 

technicians must stay ahead of the 

technology curve also, in order to provide 

quick service.  

Weiblen leads design teams who 

are currently working on the next 

generation of human-machine interface 

for the company. Their efforts also 

extend to machine-machine interface 

and technology that allows a truck’s 

computer to not only monitor the 

vehicle’s performance but also adjust its 

own parameters in real time. 

In the future, says Product Planning 

Manager Alison Cochran, trucks will have 

more digital displays—which may not be 

as simple as it sounds. Streamlining the 

learning curve for drivers is paramount. 

“When we level up,” she says, “as long 

as it’s intuitive for the driver, it’s an easy 

change. For example, if we take the fuel 

gauge from an analog display to a digital 

display, it’s easier for the driver to see a 

similar shape versus seeing a percentage of 

Rapidly advancing technology is influencing the way 
Peterbilt builds trucks and services fleets. 

fuel.” Another concern is communicating 

to a driver clearly what he or she needs 

to know and when, to avoid creating 

concern over an issue that does not need 

immediate attention.

One advantage of emerging tech-

nologies, Weiblen says, is that fleets can 

decide how much information they 

want to display to the driver and when. 

They can also set vehicle parameters to 

keep them in the sweet spot.  Real-time 

communication about equipment from 

the road is another advantage for a fleet. 

“A lot of fleets are monitoring faults 

on trucks through SmartLINQ® Remote 

Diagnostics,” says Director of Product 

Marketing Jacob White. “SmartLINQ 

constantly assesses the health of a fleet 

and delivers instant diagnostics. If you 

catch a problem early and you correct it, 

you can avoid unscheduled downtime.” 

Eventually what we are going to see 

Weiblen says, are trucks that diagnose 

and possibly fix themselves. “The truck 

is going to get smart enough to see a 

combination of issues and decide if it can 

address the issues itself or if it needs a 

technician. It will analyze its own data and 

either alert the driver or communicate via 

telematics: This vehicle needs to come in 

for X reason in X timeframe. A technician 

won’t even have to put the pieces of 

information together—the truck will do 

that and communicate it or possibly 

adjust its own parameters.” 

Of course, you can’t talk about 

technology in trucking without talking 

about advanced driver-assistance systems, 

or ADAS. These include adaptive cruise 

control, collision avoidance, automatic 

lane centering, and lane departure 

warning. Though a driver will need to 

monitor the truck and its environment, 

he or she many not need to steer, 

accelerate, or brake, which reduces fatigue 

and ultimately improves safety. Fully 

autonomous trucks are a few years away, 

but even partial automation will provide 

benefits to both drivers and fleets. 

“As we get all these features of the 

future,” White says, “we have to be sure 

the HMI is communicating clearly with 

the driver so that the driver understands 

what the vehicle is doing at all times or 

he or she will be dissatisfied.” Training 

drivers on how to use new features will 

be essential as well, although truck drivers 

aren’t the only ones who will be making 

adjustments on the road.

“In years ahead there will be auton-

omous vehicles on the roads with vehicles 

that aren’t autonomous. We often think 

of HMI as between the driver and the 

vehicle being driven, but there’s also 

going to be the need for the vehicle 

to communicate to external drivers,” 

Weiblen says. “That’s a new frontier.”

Moving at the Speed of Innovation

As with everything in the world, technology has changed the 
Peterbilt cockpit (a cabover circa 1972 and Model 579 in 2019).
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As interest in electric vehicles grows, Peterbilt has partnered 
with California fleets to test a dozen Model 579EV tractors. 
Napa Valley’s Biagi Bros. shuttles wine with one of them.

11  spring 2020

It’s late September in Napa 
Valley, the height of the 
harvest, when many trucking 
operations are running around 
the clock. 
Heavy haulers creeping through the hills 

in the early morning fog and the bright 

afternoon sun fill the roadways through the 

world-famous wine region. The high today: 

95 degrees. Inside the Biagi Bros. wine 

warehouse on Airpark Drive, however, it’s 

a chill 54.

Biagi Bros. handles transportation 

and warehousing for some of the largest 

premium wine producers in the world—

Constellation Brands, Treasury Wine Estates, 

and Kendall-Jackson among them—and the 

385,000-square-foot distribution center is 

one of six in the Napa area and one of 29 

across the United States. With a total of 

close to 7 million square feet of warehouse 

space, it also handles a large percentage of 

the Mexican beer coming into the country, 

as well as juice and dairy.

Greg and Fred Biagi started their 

eponymous company in 1978. It recently 

expanded into East Asia. 

Fred’s daughter, Stacey, Biagi’s Director 

of Social Media and Public Relations, gets 

tears in her eyes when she talks about how 

the brothers shared a single truck making 

deliveries to restaurants in the Bay Area and 

balanced the books at her grandmother’s 

ELECTRIC
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kitchen table. Her voice fills with pride 

when she shares how they grew their 

beverage-hauling business into a full-

scale logistics company with global 

impact by being open-minded and 

innovative.

In April 2019, Biagi took delivery 

of Peterbilt’s latest innovation: a 

Peterbilt Model 579 chassis with a 

high-power electric powertrain. 

It is part of a program funded by 

the California Air Resources Board, 

California Climate Investments, and 

South Coast Air Quality Management 

District. The truck, one of 12 579EV 

demonstration models running in 

short-haul operations along the West 

Coast, is the result of a partnership 

between Peterbilt, TransPower, and 

Meritor. The purpose of the program, 

says TransPower Vice President of Sales 

and Marketing Joshua Goldman, is for 

the companies to learn how best to 

design for the emerging market.

Gregg Stumbaugh, Corporate 

Equipment Director at Biagi Bros., 

pushed for his company to be part of 

the testing after attending alternative 

fuel truck shows and learning about the 

effort. Biagi Bros. has a long history 

with Peterbilt—30-plus years running 

the best-built trucks on the road—so 

“when they launched an electric truck 

program, we jumped at the chance,” 

Stumbaugh says. He promptly put the 

579EV to work shuttling wine from the 

Treasury bottling facility in Sonoma to 

the Airpark Drive warehouse in Napa. 

From there, the wine ships out to the 

rest of the world by truck and rail.

At present, the 579EV runs four or 

five round trips in a 10-hour period. 

Regenerative braking allows the truck’s 

motor to convert the kinetic energy 

lost when decelerating back into stored 

energy in the batteries, but after about 

110 miles, it needs a four-hour break to 

charge. Eventually, though, Stumbaugh 

expects to double the truck’s time on 

the road. “If things work out the way 

I think they will, we will be able to 

do an opportunity charge—meaning 

that while the driver is loading or 

unloading, the truck will be charging. 

Even a half-hour charge will make a 

difference,” he says. The goal is to have 

the truck running two 10-hour shifts 

per day, which will eventually require a 

second driver.

Goldman explains the setup that 

has replaced the diesel engine in the 

579EV: “Six battery packs power a 

pair of electric motors through an 

automated transmission. There is an 

inverter under the hood, and electric 

motors run the air brakes.” While a 

comparably spec’ed 579EV will weigh 

more than its diesel counterpart, 

Biagi Bros.
Based in: Napa Valley, California
Year founded: 1978
Primary freight: Wine and beer
Territory covered: 
North America
Number of trucks: 270
Number of employees: 760 
(including 275 drivers)

Peterbilt Model 579EV
Charge time: 4 hours
Range: 130 miles
Emissions: 0
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new laws provide opportunities for 

alternative-fuel customers to make up 

potential losses in payload with higher 

GVW ratings.

It would be a trade-off Biagi Bros. 

and Stumbaugh would be very willing 

to make.

“Our winery customers are very, 

very focused on green initiatives. They 

do things in their wineries just like we 

do in our warehouses.”

Stacey Biagi agrees. “The customer 

asks for it now. They want green; 

they want to see us go electric and 

are willing to pay more so that they 

can tell their consumers that they are 

using electric trucks. They know that 

in a lot of cases those consumers are 

more likely to buy from a company 

using electric.”

When it comes to its truck 

purchases, Biagi Bros. has always been 

more likely to buy from Peterbilt. 

“Our primary Peterbilt dealer services 

us across the nation. Whether it’s a 

new truck or if we need warranty 

service, I make one phone call and 

they take care of us. They know what 

the word service means. When we 

have a need, we know that we truly 

have a partner who is going to deliver.”

To produce the 579EV tractors in 
its electric vehicle program, Peterbilt 
built chassis in Denton, Texas, and 
sent them to Escondido, California, 
where TransPower fit them with 
battery packs and other electrical 

components. 

14  First Class Magazine
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Dedicated to the Cause
 
Pat Brandon is the only one behind the wheel of the 579EV. Biagi 
Bros. selected Brandon, who has been employed at the company 
for eight years, to run the test truck because of his unrelenting 
attention to detail. Stumbaugh knows he can count on Brandon to 
report on every nuance of the vehicle’s every run.

Brandon’s main commentary, though, is a statement of wonder: 
“It’s so quiet. You can hear yourself think. You can hear the truck 
shift gears. You are much more aware of your surroundings 
because you don’t have all the noise. It’s definitely different. Just 
the noise reduction alone will make you appreciate the 579EV.”

He’s not exaggerating. A flip of a switch starts the vehicle, which 
makes a soft hum for about 15 seconds as an air compressor 
charges the air lines for the brakes. Then the truck falls silent. In 
fact, at idle the truck is nearly as quiet as it would be were it not 
running at all. When the truck is moving, that same slight noise is 
all the sound the truck makes—except for the radio, which Brandon 
points out can be set to the volume you would choose in your 
personal car.

HALF PAGE MERITOR
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In a simulated service bay at the 

campus of Peterbilt Technician Institute 

in Irving, Texas, groups of three and 

five young men wearing pressed khaki 

Peterbilt-branded shirts and safety 

glasses pore over a computer screen. 

They are surrounded by gleaming red 

Peterbilt tractors—two 567s and a 

579—with their hoods popped. The 

students are in their fourth week of 

class, and they are researching codes 

in PACCAR’s proprietary Electronic 

Service Analyst tool. In eight weeks, 

they will graduate from the Peterbilt 

Technician Institute and very likely 

begin work at a Peterbilt dealership.

The American Transportation 

Research Institute estimates the 

trucking industry will need 67,000 new 

diesel technicians by 2022. Peterbilt 

estimates its service network will need 

at least 5,000 in the next five years. 

“When you consider factors such as 

the aging workforce, the expansion and 

growth plans for Peterbilt, including 

mobile service, that’s how many new 

technicians we’re going to need,” says 

PTI Program Manager Brian Brooks.

We have a lot of students 
who apply, but we interview 
and select what students we 
want in the program. We do 
some of the vetting for the 

dealers ahead of time.

At the Peterbilt Technician Institute, students get a specialized education that 
puts them on a solid career path—and keeps customers’ trucks on the road.

Tomorrow’s Tech

Photography by Bruce Bennett
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Teach Them the Way
Instructor Brendon Carlile wrote the training program for 
the Peterbilt Technician Institute. Carlile taught at Universal 
Technical Institute near Dallas for two years before Peterbilt 
asked him to help pioneer the OEM-specific training. Here 
he talks about the joys of teaching the next generation of 
Peterbilt technicians.

Background: I came to UTI after working for OEMs in the 
field and on the training side for 20 years. When Peterbilt 
approached me, I was teaching the core curriculum diesel 
engine and diesel drivetrain classes at UTI.

Philosophy: When we first set up the program, I took 
everything students needed for their Peterbilt certifications—
the same things existing techs get—and then added things 
that are assumed at a dealership. We spend a lot of time 
trying to ensure that graduates will be successful in the shop. 
I try to go beyond the objectives of a class, so that students 
can interact well with an experienced technician. It’s not 
just about knowing key items, but also about how to conduct 
yourself in the workplace. We try to create a complete picture 
for the students.

Best part of the job: The instructors put bugs in the truck—
we essentially break things. We have a lot of fun making the 
bugs. What’s really fun, though, is seeing students use what 
they know, follow the process they have learned, and then 
figure out the bugs. That’s when you know you did your job.

Favorite Peterbilt: I like the 567 the most out of the newer 
trucks, but the 520 reminds me of being a kid, when all the 
trucks I saw were cabovers. I really like vintage Petes as well. 
When I was a tech in Beaumont, Texas, I got to work on a lot 
of the older trucks.

Since launching in 2013, the program has graduated 

more than 700 certified technicians and has a 95 percent 

placement rate at Peterbilt service locations. It now holds 

classes on four Universal Technical Institute campuses in the 

United States and at Red River College in Winnipeg Canada. 

The most recent opening took place in Rancho Cucamonga, 

California, east of Los Angeles.

Students range in age from 18 to 24 and are graduates 

of UTI’s diesel technician training program. PTI serves as a 

kind of grad school, instructor Brendon Carlile says. Students 

spend about 70 percent of their time in the 12-week advanced 

program in a hands-on lab environment. They work in small 

groups or one on one with an instructor, who acts as both 

teacher and service manager, to learn the specialized skills 

needed to diagnose and repair Peterbilt trucks and PACCAR 

engines. Each PTI student earns 12 Peterbilt certifications, 

including certifications for the MX-11 and MX-13 engines.

It’s an opportunity that comes with solid career prospects. 

“There are plenty of long-term career opportunities with 

our dealers, many of which begin as a diesel technician,” 

Brooks says. “There are many different positions besides 

being a technician that these graduates will eventually be 

able to consider. PTI is laying a foundation so they can build 

strong, lasting careers.” 

Jacob Gonzalez will graduate from PTI this fall. “I wasn’t 

into diesel until I started UTI and heard about PTI,” he says. 

“I heard the qualifications are strict and thought if it’s hard 

to get into, then it’s got to be good. I want a career that’s 

going to get me to my goals faster, and 

I want to be recognized as working for 

the best.”

For a qualified student like Gonzalez, 

the decision to train to become a 

technician for the Class of the industry 

is made even easier by zero tuition.

Understanding that productivity is 

the top priority for customers, Peterbilt 

absorbs the costs to run the program; 

dealers pay a placement fee. The 

technician shortage won’t solve itself, 

Brooks says, so the company and its 

dealer network have taken matters into 

their own hands. Dealers who hire PTI 

graduates begin to realize the benefits 

immediately, noting that the differences 

between an entry-level technician and 

an entry-level technician who is a PTI 

graduate are significant.

“Our goal is to improve the 

throughput at the dealerships,” Brooks 

says. “The long-term benefits with 

technicians are quality training and 

improved loyalty. Then, hopefully, 

warranty work is better and reduced—

the truck is fixed right the first time and 

doesn’t have to come back. 

“The benefits then are more satisfied 

customers. Fleets and owner-operators 

tell us that uptime is the No. 1 reason to 

buy from Peterbilt. If our trucks are on 

the road more quickly and don’t have to 

come back in for additional repairs, our 

customers will choose Peterbilt again 

and again,” Brooks says. Investing in 

lifelong techs is the key to that. 

Once students get to UTI and realize there 
is a diesel program—and then hear about 
the future demand for diesel technicians—

this is what they want to do.

PTI admission requirements
  Completion of diesel mechanic 

core curriculum
 3.5 GPA 
 97% attendance
 Clean driving record
 Pass a drug test
  Multiple interviews with 

technician recruiters
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Companies that have stood the test of time often do so by sticking 

with a tried-and-true formula. And at 37 years old, Smith Transport of 

Roaring Springs, Pennsylvania, has certainly achieved that standard in 

the dynamic trucking industry.

And though that’s certainly true for the diverse firm Barry Smith 

founded long ago with a fleet of five trucks and a relationship with a 

local paper company, it can also be said that Smith Transport’s ability 

to adapt and prepare for the future has contributed to its considerable 

industry presence as well.

For example, not only was Barry Smith among many in the industry 

who offered input and feedback to Peterbilt engineers as they devel-

oped the innovative new Model 579 UltraLoft—a process that started 

in 2014—Smith was among the first to commit to the breakthrough 

product as soon as production models reached the market.

Why? Because it’s clearly a design influenced by drivers, for drivers.

Photography by Chuck Meyers

Beyond the 
Horizon

Driver-centric vision and a new 
fleet of Model 579 UltraLofts shape 
the future at Smith Transport.
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“One thing we like about the Peterbilt 

brand and the Model 579 UltraLoft is it 

helps us attract and retain the type of driver 

we want,” says Todd Smith (no relation), 

president and CEO. “We don’t have an 

empty truck problem here. We keep our 

trucks seated because we have the right 

truck, the right color, the right spec, the 

right interior, the right lanes, and the right 

paycheck.

“And the response we get on the new 

UltraLoft cab is remarkable. Drivers really 

like the space.”

With a total fleet count nearing 800 

trucks, the number of Model 579 UltraLofts 

is growing rapidly. 

“We’ve given out 20 here in the last few 

weeks, and we’ll put out 80 more in the next 

three to four months,” says Dane Smith, 

vice president of capacity management. 

“We’ll probably be close to 400 Model 579s 

soon, many of them UltraLofts.”

spring 2020

Peterbilt engineers sought to maximize space throughout the new Model 579 UltraLoft. Below, 
the forward cab area allows plenty of overhead space and storage for a driver, and the bunk 
arrangement offers increased levels of spaciousness, particularly in the upper bunk.

   Barry F. Smith has lived a trucking life.
Sure, many can make that claim, and there 

are plenty of from-humble-beginnings stories 
in the industry. But Smith, the founder and 
chairman of the board of Smith Transport, 
has trucking in his bones like few others.

Today, Smith Transport is a multifaceted 
trucking, logistics, and warehousing provid-
er that runs nearly 800 trucks and manages 
more than 2 million square feet of warehouse 
space. It has not only survived the tumult of 
the trucking industry since its founding in 1982, 
but it has thrived under Barry Smith’s vision of 
diversification. 

Smith is stepping away from day-to-day 
operations and turning the reins over to Todd 
Smith (no relation) but will remain as chairman 
of the board. But back in about 1957, 10-year-
old Barry Smith just wanted to help his father, 
Clair Smith, and the little milk hauling operation 
that supported their family. 

Too young to drive, Smith initially took inter-
est in the family’s trucks themselves and how 
to service them. “I ended up being a pretty good 

mechanic,” he recalls. “Greasing 
trucks, changing oil, shining them 
up. That’s what kept the trucks 
going, and I enjoyed that.”

But the open road was just as 
appealing, and Smith soon got 
himself set up with his own truck 
once out of school, hauling milk 
for his father and delivering saw-
dust to area farmers. Days that 
began at 4 a.m. often didn’t end till 
10 p.m. At 18, Smith signed on as 
a driver with a local company that 
had him making regular runs to 
New York City. A few years later, 
he purchased his first Peterbilt, a 
cabover that proved well-suited 
for the streets of the city. 

Smith’s knowledge base contin-
ued to grow over the years, and 
so did his entrepreneurial spirit. 
And in 1982, armed with a fleet 
of five trucks and some relation-
ships he had developed hauling 
for local paper companies, he 
opened Smith Transport, with 
a business strategy that would 
guide the company’s growth over 
the next four decades.

Todd Smith

“Back when I was an owner-oper-
ator, I had a tremendous boss who 
I could bounce ideas off of, and he 
was a real believer in diversification. 
So as we got started, I worked on 
diversification, too, having my own 
shop, my own wash bay, and creat-
ing a warehousing company. By put-
ting warehousing in our first build-
ing, it paid our bills. It helped sustain 
the growth we had into the 1990s.”

Smith notes that diversifica-
tion eventually helped his company 
weather difficult economic times that 
swallowed up some competitors. 
And it helped create a driver-centric 
business model that also shaped the 
company’s future.

“Having that diversity really cre-
ates an opportunity for us to go see 
our customers and say, ‘Yes, we can 
take care of you,’” Barry Smith says. 
“We want to be an easy company to 
do business with, much like Peterbilt 
and PACCAR Financial have always 
been easy companies for us to do 
business with. They’re focused on 
customer solutions, just like we are.”

success… 
and Succession

25  

Barry Smith
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The Smith Transport purchase strate-

gy that has historically favored Peterbilts 

over the years is uniquely tilted toward 

driver retention, along with warehous-

ing and logistics solutions that help the 

company fit drivers with routes they’re 

comfortable working regularly. 

“It begins with finding what the 

drivers like to do,” says Barry Smith. 

“We brought guys aboard who wanted 

to haul coal, so we were in the coal 

business and ran a couple dump trucks. 

We’ve added flatbed. We also got in the 

tanker business.”

“It’s what we do,” adds Todd Smith. 

“We find a niche, we build a model 

around it, and we develop it.”

That model requires Smith Transport 

to find a truck that maximizes driver 

appeal. And UltraLoft amenities such 

as best-in-class storage at 70 cubic feet, 

premium bunk space, improved space for 

a microwave oven, and space for a 32-inch 

flat-panel TV ensure that Smith Transport 

delivers on its promise to drivers.

“At Smith Transport, we haven’t been 

afraid to get out there and try something 

new over the years,” says Dane Smith. 

“The UltraLoft was new, and we said let’s 

try it and see where it goes. We brought 

them in here and let all the office folks 

who aren’t really experienced in trucks get 

in them and ride them around the yard. 

Even they were impressed. We knew early 

on the UltraLoft was a good product.”

While office worker endorsement 

was fine, it was the drivers whose opin-

ions would matter most.

Everything we do is 
centered around the driver. 

If it’s good for the driver, it’s 
good for the company.

“They get in them and, for lack 

of a better word, they love them,” 

says Dane Smith. “They’re very roomy. 

We’ve done well seating them. And I 

think they did an excellent job with the 

aerodynamic design. We just got our 

first 20 out there, so it’s a little early 

to tell on fuel, but we’ve done well 

with last year’s models. Some of our 

best fuel mileage trucks are Model 579 

UltraLofts.

“I’m very impressed with the 

579 UltraLoft. I really am. It’s a nice 

machine.”

Adds Thad Spiridigliozzi, vice 

president of maintenance, “Peterbilt 

went about designing the Model 579 

UltraLoft the right way. The driver is 

the end user of the equipment. What 

better person to ask for their opinion? 

They live in it, they drive it up and 

down the road every day.

“And it takes these guys half a day 

to switch over from one truck to anoth-

er since they bring so much stuff with 

them. They want to have that little bit 

of comfort from home when they’re out 

on the road, and the UltraLoft allows 

them to bring it along.

“Everything I hear is positive. They 

On Eagle’s Wings
The Smith Transport color scheme 
and logo are virtually unchanged 
since adorning the company’s ear-
ly Peterbilt trucks in the 1980s. 
And given the company’s regu-
lar purchase of the classic Model 
389s, some observers might feel 
they’ve entered a time warp. The 
logo represents eagle wings, and 
eagle likenesses can be found just 
about everywhere you look at the 
Smith Transport headquarters. 
“The inspiration is a Bible verse, 
Isaiah 40:31,” says Barry Smith. 
“And my grandma was very fond of 
eagles. The wings have been with 
me my whole life. We’ve never for-
gotten the things that matter,” he 
adds. “Treat people like you want 
to be treated, and I think you’ll get 
the best out of everybody.”

like the way it handles. It’s quiet, the 

room, the ride—it’s one of the best 

they’ve experienced. It’s all been positive 

feedback.”

And a driver-centric fleet develop-

ment strategy headed by the Model 579 

UltraLoft fits an overall operating strate-

gy for the company.

“It’s really the key in what we do 

today,” says Todd Smith. “Everything 

we do is centered around the driver. If 

it’s good for the driver, it’s good for the 

company. If it’s not good for the driver, 

don’t do it.”

The Peterbilt Model 389 also has a presence in the Smith 
Transport fleet, since many veteran drivers prefer the 
styling of Peterbilt’s traditional conventional
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Through college and high school programs 
with SAE International, Peterbilt  

engineers mentor students who often  
then become their co-workers and 

engineering teammates.

BRAIN GAIN

Peterbilt Design Engineer Reed Greenwood participated in 
Formula SAE in college. He still owns the car he helped build.
Photo by Robert Kirby
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S
enior Project Engineer Tim Patek has more than 100 names and numbers of 

engineering students and Society of Automotive Engineers alums in his phone. 

Patek was on the Formula SAE team at the University of Texas at Arlington for 

eight years during his undergraduate and graduate studies. After completing 

a master’s in mechanical engineering in May 2004, he served as captain of the team 

when it traveled to Japan and won the Formula SAE competition there. 

He began working at Peterbilt that 

fall and has remained involved with 

SAE, helping the next generation of 

engineers learn and grow—and building 

relationships with young men and 

women who may join the Peterbilt 

workforce someday. In fact, about 20 

percent of engineers currently employed 

at the company were involved in SAE 

teams during their schooling, including 

Assistant Chief Engineer Garry Mans 

and Landon Sproull, a former Peterbilt 

chief engineer who is now a PACCAR 

vice president.

Patek doesn’t do it alone, however. 

He heads up a group of Peterbilt 

engineers who volunteer their time 

with SAE to impart their knowledge 

to students who are learning to concept 

an idea and take it from a sketch on a 

napkin or a model in a computer to a 

racetrack. What’s more, the Peterbilt 

engineering lab donates time for five-axis 

machining, CNC machining, water-jet/

plasma-jet cutting, and welding. One of 

the Peterbilt engineers always reviews 

their design files before they go to the 

lab to ensure that the students have an 

executable plan.

Team Effort
On a Saturday afternoon in 

November, Patek and four other 

engineers meet at University of North 

Texas Discovery Park, 5 miles north of 

the school’s main campus, to work with 

members of two Formula SAE teams—

Mean Green Racing, the university’s 

SAE Formula racing team, and the 

newly formed UNT Formula Electric 

team, which is building the school’s 

first electric car for competition in June 

2020.

Senior Project Engineer Lance 

Sandmann is mentoring the new 

team. He graduated from UNT 

and has already helped with 

sourcing the batteries needed to 

power the car. Without his help, the 

team would have had to raise tens of 

thousands of dollars to purchase the 

batteries. Today he and a group of 

students stand around a metal cage 

and Sandmann gives them a preview of 

what they will need to think about once 

they get the chassis together: placement, 

weight, voltage, and how to control the 

motor and batteries. 

In an official capacity, Design 

Engineer Reed Greenwood serves as 

presentation event captain for one of 

the SAE North American competitions. 

Unofficially, he stops by UNT and 

the University of Texas at Arlington to 

advise students however he can. He says 

one of the biggest values the program has 

for the students comes from inter-team 

relationships. “There are several things 

that this program incubates 

that directly correlate to any 

work environment—especially 

a team-centric automotive 

environment like Peterbilt. 

Engineers by nature are very 

introverted and we like to dig down 

in the weeds, so forcing students to 

get out of the classroom and into a 

group environment is critical. The SAE 

program is something that you cannot 

do by yourself.”

Participants have excellent project 
management skills, proven teamwork, 
and a real sense of commitment and 

ownership for their work.

Opposite page: Jerrad Frank discusses a compter model with a student 
(top). Chris Drew helps a group of students in the lab (bottom). This 

page: Reed Greenwood and Lance Sandmann explore ideas with a 
student for the school’s first electric car. 
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Patek agrees. “Students in the 

program gain experience most won’t 

find even in an internship. Learning 

to motivate peers that you have no 

supervisory control of is one of the 

hardest skills to obtain. Here students 

learn to help each other and get 

things done without having to go 

over someone’s head. This makes for 

a more effective working relationship. 

A graduate with these skills is more 

valuable to an employer than someone 

with a 4.0 GPA,” he says.

Design Engineering Supervisor 

Michael Goodman started the SAE 

program at UNT and began working at 

Peterbilt nearly six years ago. He recently 

hired three graduates with Formula SAE 

experience. “It’s one of the first things 

I look at,” he says. “Participants have 

excellent project management skills, 

proven teamwork, and a real sense of 

commitment and ownership for their 

work. Peterbilt wants new employees who 

have gotten their hands dirty and have 

had some successes and failures already.”

Creating the Future
Patek, Greenwood, and Goodman 

are just a few of nearly four dozen 

current Peterbilt engineers recruited 

from college SAE programs. Many, like 

Patek, applied for work at Peterbilt 

right after graduation. Some completed 

internships at the company and then 

become employees. Not every graduate 

who starts out in the engineering 

department stays there—some move 

into other roles—but what they all have 

in common are leadership skills and an 

appreciation for hard work. 

Plus, there’s an advantage on 

both sides of the hiring equation: the 

graduates already know some of their new 

co-workers and a bit about the culture of 

the company; Peterbilt engineers know 

that the new 

g r a d u a t e s 

understand 

the value of 

t e a m w o r k , 

compromise, 

and productive disagreement.

As an example, Greenwood shares 

about a project he and Jerrad Frank 

are working on together. The men are 

both former Formula SAE participants 

and now are collaborating on a design 

that involves the connection between a 

truck’s bumper and hood. Greenwood 

is working on the bumper; Frank is 

designing the part that goes behind the 

bumper and opens the hood. “We went 

back and forth more than a dozen times 

in order to get something that we and 

our customers are both happy with,” he 

says, laughing. “Because of our history 

in the Formula SAE programs, we were 

able to do that very efficiently. Had we 

not gone through that learning process 

and been there, done that in a product 

development situation—and closed out 

a program—we 

would not have 

been able to do 

that as effectively 

as we did.”

Building teams of men and 

women who can work together is the 

whole point of helping with racing 

competitions and conferences, plant 

tours and program presentations, Patek 

says. When he and the other engineers 

meet a new student, they add them to 

their contacts list and enthusiastically 

reply to the questions that roll in. 

That involvement with Formula SAE 

is at the intersection of their chosen 

profession and personal passion—and 

that’s the kind of volunteer opportunity 

that benefits both the people it touches 

and the future of Peterbilt.

About 20 percent of engineers 
currently employed at the 

company were involved in SAE 
teams during their schooling.

Peterbilt’s Tim Patek and a couple of engineering students at the 
University of North Texas talk about solutions for a fuel tank problem.  
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CLASS ACTS

Production of the 220EV and 579EV 
to Begin in Late 2020 

New OTA Updates 
Enhance Uptime

Peterbilt customers can now download the latest 

engine software anytime, anywhere, without the 

need to travel to a dealer location. The over-the-air 

(OTA) software updates for PACCAR MX engines 

and after-treatment systems are expected to improve 

customer uptime. 

The technology 

will use the exist-

ing SmartLINQ® 

Remote Diagnostics 

hardware and the 

PACCAR Solutions 

portal, along with 

a new mobile app, to 

deliver secure software updates 

remotely. “The new PACCAR OTA mobile app 

works seamlessly with the PACCAR Solutions portal 

to provide a fast and secure connection and the abil-

ity to manage single units or the entire fleet, further-

ing efficiency and ease of use,” says Chief Engineer 

Scott Newhouse.

With the introduction of OTA updates, Peterbilt 

expands a comprehensive suite of uptime services offered 

on its vehicles and supported through the fastest-grow-

ing Class 8 dealer network in North America. More 

than 113,000 vehicles are equipped with SmartLINQ 

Remote Diagnostics functionality, and customers are 

able to manage service events online through the 

PACCAR Solutions Service Management portal.

OTA functionality is available to Class 8 Peterbilt 

customers with 2017 or newer engines or newer 

PACCAR MX-11 or MX-13 engines and an active 

SmartLINQ subscription. The app is available for 

both iOS and Android devices.

CLASS ACTS

For a dealer location to receive 

Peterbilt’s Platinum Service Center 

certification, it has to pass a stringent 

process, with scores given to each 

dealership location based on several key 

customer-facing objective performance 

factors, including: world-class facilities 

and driver’s lounges, utilization of 

PACCAR Solutions Service Management, 

expanded hours of service, excellent 

parts availability, certified PACCAR 

MX engine technicians, and lower dwell 

time for repairs, as well as performing 

RapidCheck® triage.

For 2020, 71 dealer locations spanning 

With the selection of Meritor as the supplier 
of electric powertrains for the Model 579EV and 
520EV, and Dana for the 220EV, all the pieces 
are in place to begin low-volume production of 
both configurations starting in late 2020.

With the industry’s largest fleet of electric 
test vehicles on the road today, Peterbilt 579EV, 
520EV, and 220EVs have more than 45,000 real-
world miles in drayage, regional haul, and medium-duty 
pickup-and-delivery applications. Every day this number 
grows as more vehicles are put on the road and run 
through their paces.

The latest vehicle to join the test fleet is in the hands 
of Werner Enterprises, which selected the Peterbilt 
Model 579EV for its battery electric-powered truck pilot 
program. Its 579EV is being used daily to haul loads 

PETERBILT AWARDS FIRST PLATINUM 
SERVICE CENTER LOCATIONS

the United States and Canada stepped 

up to the challenge and earned their 

Platinum Service Center certifications.  

Bruce Croker, Director – After Sales, 

called the 71 locations that earned the 

right to display a Peterbilt Platinum 

Service Center plaque an “amazing 

group of locations… for their efforts 

to go above and beyond for their 

customers.” 

These dealers have dedicated 

significant resources to providing 

customers superior service in every 

aspect of their experience, from the 

moment they enter the facility, to the 

in and out of its Fontana, 
California, facility. 

“By locking in our suppliers and putting real-world 
miles on our fleet of test vehicles, we will be ready to 
meet the growing demand of our customers who want to 
incorporate zero-emissions vehicles into their businesses,” 
says Robert Woodall, Peterbilt Assistant General Manager 
– Sales and Marketing.

speed and quality of the service of their 

vehicles, Croker says. “This program 

is just one more way Peterbilt and 

our outstanding dealer network are 

committed to driving customer uptime 

and profitability.”

In addition to the location plaque, 

the 71 Peterbilt Platinum Service 

Centers carry a special designation on 

the Peterbilt website.

SERVICE CENTER
O U R  U P T I M E  C O M M I T M E N T

PETERBILT NAMES
TOP DEALERS FOR 2019

At its annual Dealer Meeting in Peterbilt named TLG Peterbilt 
as its 2019 Dealer Group of the Year. The award is given to the 
dealer group that best represents Peterbilt’s mission.

Over the last three decades, TLG Peterbilt, also known as The 
Larson Group, has made significant investments in its business. 
The group has added nearly two dozen facilities, including the 
milestone 400th location in the dealer network. 

“Their continuous commitment to putting the customer 
first has paid off by making them one of the top-performing 
dealer groups across several key metrics,” says Jason Skoog, 
PACCAR Vice President and Peterbilt General Manager. “Their 
commitment to driving uptime for our customers clearly 
exemplifies their dedication to excellence and to representing 
the Peterbilt brand and products in a way we all take pride in.”

Peterbilt also named TLG 2019 Service Dealer of the Year.

Other top-performing dealers included: 

•  Red Oval Dealer of the Year: JX Peterbilt

•  Medium Duty Dealer of the Year: Rush Peterbilt  
Truck Centers

•  MX Engine Dealer of the Year: Allstate Peterbilt Group

•  Parts Dealer of the Year: Jackson Group Peterbilt

•  TRP Dealer of the Year: Coast Counties Peterbilt
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Recent trends in the pre-owned 

heavy-duty truck market favor 

ownership of Peterbilt Red Oval-certified 

equipment more than ever, according to 

industry experts.

And among those experts is Jeremi 

Guditis, the manager of Peterbilt’s Red 

Oval truck program, which certifies 

pre-owned trucks with a 150-point 

inspection, oil change, a full DPF 

cleaning, front-to-rear evaluation, and 

reconditioning services. 

The most significant market 

differentiator for Red Oval certification 

is a factory warranty. Any certified truck 

powered by a PACCAR MX engine 

is covered by a factory warranty—not 

a third-party warranty—for one year, 

125,000 miles, with an option to 

purchase coverage for up to two years, 

250,000 miles.

“The key here is that it’s a factory 

warranty, the same warranty that goes 

on an MX engine and a Peterbilt 

truck when it leaves the plant,” says 

Guditis. “Factory coverage will always 

offer better coverage than warranties 

underwritten by a third party. There 

are no deductibles, towing is covered, 

there’s no need to call ahead, no need 

to get pre-approved. When a truck 

rolls into the shop, a service manager 

can see right away that it has a factory 

warranty so they can start diagnosing 

the problem and get your truck back on 

the road as quickly as possible.”

Trends Favor Red Oval
The certification program for pre-owned 
trucks strikes a chord with buyers.

G u d i t i s 

says the factory 

warranty feature 

of Red Oval 

certification is 

unique to the 

industry. The 

add-on feature, 

launched in 

October 2018, 

is popular as 

well, and is the result of brainstorming 

with a group of key Peterbilt dealership 

personnel.

“Last year when we met, we learned 

that 70 percent of buyers on the secondary 

market wanted multiyear contracts on 

warranty coverage. The team got back 

from that meeting, crunched all the 

numbers and figured out how we could 

offer a two-year, 250,000-mile warranty. 

“So far, there’s been very high 

demand,” Guditis says.

Meetings with the Used Truck Council 

also helped build consensus on trends in 

the market, and the most significant of 

those appears to be a growing demand for 

lower mileage equipment.

“People are looking for 200,000- 

to 300,000-mile trucks,” Guditis 

says. “The market just kind of shifted 

away from higher mileage trucks, and 

that’s another reason the certified 

program makes sense. We have a lot of 

equipment within the mileage range 

that buyers are looking for, and it 

includes a factory warranty to relieve 

some of the concerns with purchasing 

a pre-owned truck.”

Red Oval certification also 

includes a 90-day buyers’ assurance 

policy for certified trucks powered by 

PACCAR MX engines. 

“It’s very similar to what we offer 

on new trucks,” says Guditis.

For more information on the 

Peterbilt Red Oval certification 

program and to review the inventory of 

Red Oval certified equipment currently 

available for sale throughout North 

America, go to peterbiltredoval.com.

CLASS ACTS

The most significant  
market differentiator for 
Red Oval certification is  

a factory warranty.

CLASS ACTS

Peterbilt has seen amazing dealer network growth in the last decade, reaching 

a record 400 Peterbilt dealer locations to start 2020 with the addition of the latest 

TLG Peterbilt facility, in Dunn, North Carolina. 

Based in Strafford, Missouri, and with locations across the Midwest and eastern 

United States, TLG Peterbilt has invested heavily in their dealer network over the 

last 32 years.  “At The Larson Group, 

it is our mission to keep customers for 

life through an unsurpassed customer 

experience, and that starts the first 

time a customer walks into one of our 

locations,” says TLG principal Glenn 

Larson. The Larson Group joined the 

Peterbilt family in 1987 with just 

one location. It has since added 21 

locations.  

“Increased uptime and greater 

profitability for our customers is our 

primary goal, and having a Peterbilt 

location nearby is a key component to 

making that goal a reality,” says Jason 

Skoog, PACCAR Vice President and 

Peterbilt General Manager. “Network 

expansion results in higher levels of 

service and enhanced parts availability, 

and Peterbilt dealers have made record 

investments to help strengthen our 

dealer network.”

Peyton Harrell, Peterbilt Director 

of Dealer Network Development, adds 

that growing their footprint is a great 

way for a dealer group to achieve the 

highest levels of service and support 

for customers.

PETERBILT DEALER NETWORK 
NOW 400 STRONG
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Q. Peterbilt fleets are concerned 
about uptime. How does PACCAR 
Parts support customer uptime?
A. PACCAR Parts maximizes uptime for 

Peterbilt customers through an industry-

leading combination of 24/7/365 cus-

tomer support, unparalleled parts 

availability and distribution, and 

today’s largest selection of quality OE 

and aftermarket parts for heavy- and 

medium-duty trucks. We pride ourselves 

in adapting, innovating technology, 

and improving our products to exceed 

Peterbilt customers’ expectations.

Q. How does PACCAR Parts’ cus-
tomer service excel when it comes 
to driving uptime?
A. PACCAR Parts gives Peterbilt 

customers an uptime advantage through 

our Fleet Services and 365 Center 

customer support teams. Fleet Services 

maximizes customer efficiency with 

national pricing, centralized billing and 

network support for more than 1,550 

fleet operators worldwide. PACCAR 

Parts 365 Center is 24/7/365 with 

roadside and technical support to keep 

vehicles in operation. 

Q. What other components drive 
uptime for Peterbilt customers?
A. Outstanding parts availability 

is critical to driving uptime. With 

PACCAR Parts’ Managed Dealer 

Inventory (MDI) system, a part sold off 

the shelf is replaced and ready for a new 

customer in less than 24 hours. MDI 

uses sophisticated software that results in 

nearly 98 percent part availability at any 

Peterbilt dealer. In addition, customers 

have 24-hour access to more than 1.4 

million parts through our e-commerce 

system. Customers can also call the 

Peterbilt TruckCare Customer Center at 

1-800-4-PETERBILT day or night.

Q. Tell us more about how the parts 
distribution centers increase uptime 
and leverage technology.
A. We have 18 state-of-the-art parts 

distribution centers (PDCs) around 

the world that operate 24/7. There are 

nine locations throughout the U.S., 

Canada, and Mexico. In early 2020, 

we will open a new 260,000-square-

foot PDC in Las Vegas. Each facility 

features innovative technologies such as 

voice-activated picking, an automated 

banding conveyor, optimized pick 

paths, and custom inventory zones that 

lead to improved quality, productivity, 

efficiency, and next-day delivery to 

customers. 

Q. What do you think are the most 
important factors in maximizing 
customer uptime?
A. PACCAR Parts leverages quality, 

technology, innovation, and our people 

to maximize customer uptime. Our 

collective experience and knowledge in 

parts and service helps us anticipate the 

needs of our customers. Our employee 

collaboration and diligent work with 

the Peterbilt dealer network also help 

support customer needs. As PACCAR 

Parts looks to the future, we will focus 

on innovating new technologies and 

expanding our products and services to 

maximize uptime.

PACCAR SUPPORT

Leading From the Front
PACCAR Parts General Manager and PACCAR Vice President David Danforth 
shares how PACCAR Parts innovates to improve uptime for Peterbilt customers.

David Danforth COMMAND  
AND  
CONTROL
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PLUS constantly adapt based on changes in weight of load, grade, and power, making 
adjustments to maximize efficiency. And it’s all backed by the solutions, support and 
expertise of the Roadranger® network. Learn more at eatoncumminsjv.com
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CLASS PAYS

Peterbilt’s distinctive Model 579 combines class-leading performance and 
unparalleled comfort. The 579 Day Cab is available with the fuel-efficient, 

dependable PACCAR Powertrain in a wide range of applications. It features 
a shorter wheelbase for greater maneuverability. The 579 is equipped 

with numerous driver assistance safety systems including lane departure 
warning, collision mitigation and object detection. Inside, the 579’s 

spacious cab surrounds the driver in comfort while providing amenities 
that improve productivity. The Peterbilt 579 delivers day after day.

DELIVERS 
DAY AFTER DAY 
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